Most visitors to Brussels are probably familiar with the Atomium, one of the city's most recognizable icons. The towering structure of nine spheres linked by tubes is 102 meters tall and was built to represent the atomic lattice of iron crystals, magnified 165 billion times. The Atomium was created to serve as the centerpiece, celebrating scientific progress, for the 1958 Brussels Universal Exhibition. Situated at the northern foot of the Atomium, the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi 1 section of the Expo stretched out for 20 acres (Wyvekens 1989, 158 The pavilions (dedicated to themes such as agriculture, Catholic missionaries, mines, energy, and transportation), a grand hall, and a sevenacre tropical garden were intended to provide visitors with "the whole Congo story" (Congo belge et Ruanda-Urundi 1958) . The theme of the display was the material and spiritual uplifting of the natives achieved by fifty years of Belgian rule. As the section's president, L. Bruneel, proclaimed, "[The Congo Section] simply aims at showing men of good faith, what the Congo has become since Belgium has taken its administration in hand, and what are its future prospects, if peace and racial harmony continue to prevail in Central Africa" (quoted in The Belgian Congo To-Day, April 1958, 12) . The 1958 Expo sought to illustrate to the world the Belgian mastery of modernity, most explicitly symbolized by the towering Atomium, as well as its colonial project. Through multilayered displays, the Congo and Belgium were defined and the colonial project narrated, praised, and justified. Throughout the Expo, visitors could watch military routines performed by the Force Publique while meeting African tourists flown in from the Congo. Like the 1898 Tervuren Expo, displays such as this one worked to construct an image of a subject as though it were a realistic representation, or a picture of the "truth" (Mitchell 1988, 60) .
The Congo section of the 1958 Expo sought to present an image of Belgium and its colonial project to the world, an image where Belgian colonialism was making life "more civilized and agreeable." But this image was undermined by subsequent events. In January 1959, riots broke out in Leopoldville, the capital of the Belgian Congo. These riots shocked a sleepy Belgian populace who had assumed that the nationalist movements sweeping across Africa would somehow bypass their colony. Just a few years earlier, Belgian Minister of Colonies André Dequae asserted that "the natives have neither political consciousness nor interest" (quoted in Belgian Congo To-Day, January 1954, 8) . In the wake of the 1959 riots, the Belgian government moved quickly to decolonize. In his annual New Year's address, King Baudouin (the grandson of Leopold II's nephew and successor, Albert I), announced that Belgium would give its colony the "gift" of independence "without undue haste." The Belgians organized a series of roundtable meetings with prominent Congolese leaders and eventually established a timetable for independence. The political structures put in place were similar to the Belgian parliamentary system, and in national elections Patrice Lumumba was elected prime minister. In a gesture of national unity, Lumumba appointed his chief rival, Joseph Kasavubu, as president.
